An unexpected and not always easily discernible feature in the picture of magnetic neutron scattering is widening the outlook on micromagnetic architecture (Mettus & Michels, 2015) . It was first observed with magnetic nanocomposites.
components of the magnetization along the Cartesian coordinates which enter into the cross sections of magnetic scattering (Michels, 2014) .
As spin-misalignment scattering can be observed at any polarization of the neutron beam, the discussion is restricted to unpolarized neutron scattering. The scattering cross section then consists of the 'classical' nuclear and magnetic SANS cross section, measured at complete saturation and characterized e.g. by an anisotropic sin 2 -type scattering intensity distribution, and the spin-misalignment SANS cross section, where the transverse spin components together with the longitudinal component give rise to a wealth of angular anisotropies, ranging from spike-type to elliptical to cloverleaf-shaped patterns (compare Figs. 1a-1d ). Spin-misalignment SANS contains a wealth of information on the bulk magnetization. The spin-misalignment correlation length is deduced from the profile of the correlation function , and the dependence of this correlation length on the internal field is mediated by the exchange-stiffness constant. Another decisive parameter in the theory is the ratio between the fluctuations in the anisotropy field and the jump of the magnetostatic field at internal interfaces (e.g. grain boundaries), which is determined experimentally from the deconvolution of the spin-misalignment scattering cross section into its anisotropy field related and magnetostatic parts.
While the authors discuss in great detail some unusual properties of the correlation function due to spin misalignment, like its deviation from Porod's law, the essential message of the paper is undoubtedly that of an extension of magnetic SANS by a new dimension: modest though the new feature of magnetic neutron scattering appears to be, its impact on the micromagnetic description of SANS might be considerable. We remind the reader that the anomalous form factors in X-ray scattering evolved from small but necessary corrections to become a cornerstone of synchrotron X-ray diffraction. Spin-misalignment scattering might well take the same path in neutron scattering. Mettus & Michels (2015) .
